ADDENDUM NUMBER ONE
BID E-12-21

To: All Prospective Bidders and all others concerned

From: City of Cheyenne, Purchasing Manager, TJ Barttelbort

Date: October 22, 2020

Subject: Addendum Number One to Bid E-12-21 for furnishing Six (6) UV Sanitizing Devices, for the City of Cheyenne

The changes, clarifications, omissions, additions, and/or alterations in, on, and to the bid information and specifications shall apply to the Invitation For Bid submitted for and to the project indicated above. Except as modified by this Addendum Number One, all of the terms and provisions of the Invitation for Bid for the above listed project remain in full force and effect. This Addendum Number One supersedes all previous instructions pertaining to the items listed:

Clarifications:

C1: The City of Cheyenne received two (2) requests for substitute products. The products have been reviewed by the City of Cheyenne, and have been approved as equal/substitute models.

1. MaxAssure UV-MAX Rugged UV-C Portable Disinfection Device

2. Organic Light Technologies Jaguar UV-C Device

C2: The Bid Specifications have been updated, and are included with this Addendum One for use by bidders for their Bid Submission.

ADDENDUM ONE ACKNOWLEDGED:

BY________________________________________ TITLE__________________________

(Addendum must be signed and returned with bid or receipt of the addendum must be acknowledged on the Invitation to Bid).
REVISED ADDENDUM ONE SPECIFICATIONS

Bidders shall select **Y** to indicate **YES** to meeting the Line Item Specification/Scope of Work, or **N** to indicate **NO** to meeting the Line Item Specification/Scope of Work. Bidders shall submit any Bid Exceptions or Substitution Requests in accordance with the instructions on Page 1 of this Bid. If a Bidder does not indicate **Y** or **N** on a Line Item, the City will assume that you do not meet the Line Item Specification/Scope of Work Description. If you do not clearly mark **Y** or **N**, or mark both **Y** & **N** the City will assume that you do not meet the Specification. **BIDDERS ARE INSTRUCTED TO RETURN THE MARKED LINE ITEMS SPECIFICATIONS WITH THEIR BID SUBMISSION FOR REVIEW BY THE CITY.**

CINOSUVC ADC 1000 UV SANITIZING DEVICE
MAXASSURE UV-MAX RUGGED UV-C PORTABLE DISINFECTION DEVICE
ORGANIC LIGHT TECHNOLOGIES JAGUAR UV-C DEVICE

MINIMUM SPECIFICATIONS
ADDENDUM ONE UPDATES LISTED IN **BOLD & UNDERLINED**

Product Applications

Y N 1. The ADC 1000 is a high intensity, continuous output, full spectrum UV sanitizing device. It is designed for sanitization of air and surfaces in indoor applications only.
   
   a. **Or approved equal MaxAssure UV-Max or OLT Jaguar.**

Product Dimensions

Y N 1. Height, 6'1"
Y N 2. Width, 20 3/8"
Y N 3. Max Depth, **24’’-30’’**
Y N 4. Weight (lbs.), **130 (Minimum)**

UV Source Specifications

Y N 1. Model, UVC-1000 R
   
   a. **Or approved equal MaxAssure UV-Max or OLT Jaguar.**

Y N 2. Power (W), 1000 **(Minimum)**
Y N 3. Rated Current (A.D.C), 28.5
Y N 4. Voltage (V.D.C), 35
Y N 5. Operation, Continuous Output
Device Electrical Specifications

Y N 1. Operating Current, **8A - 20A**
Y N 2. Voltage Requirement, 110V

Safety Features

Y N 1. Time Delay Safety, 90 second power up delay
Y N 2. Visual Safety, Red safety siren
Y N 3. Audible Safety, Operating sound
Y N 4. Motion Safety, Doppler based motion activated auto shut off.
   a. **Or Multiple PIR Infrared Heat/motion Sensors activate auto shut-off**
      (additional E-Stop button standard on all devices)

Materials of Construction

Y N 1. Chassis, Power coated **Aluminum or Steel**
Y N 2. Encasement, UV resistant molded plastic
   a. If Not Applicable Please Check Here: **NA [ ]**

Certifications

Y N 1. EPA Establishment # 97274